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The Problem: 

We may reach a point when the population at the farm will exceed our ability to live 
entirely off what we grow.  At that point we may no longer be able to accept more 
extended family members if they suddenly wake up and seek our help.  We do not 
know how many persons the farm can support until we try.

           We may also reach a point when some members may be furloughed or expelled.  We need a safe 
           place for them to go to in which we can continue to support them to the best of our abilities.

Assumptions about Late Overflow Members:

      They will various amounts of food but no where near our quantities.

      They will require a lot of training and organizational help.

      They will be ill equipped.

Plan:  

There are three brick homes bordering our driveway that will be available for us to position 15 
persons in each.  Fifteen persons is enough for them to maintain three guards, two being 
outside, at all times.

We could supply them with most support with the exception of food.  They would be 
responsible for their own food management.  

As their members run out of each one's food allotment, that member might either be furloughed 
or have to go out and procure their own food.

These persons will be forbidden from entering our farm, as much as practical.

These homes would serve as advanced security forts giving Paradise Farm added security. In 
exchange, Paradise Farm can assist the homes if they are attacked.  We can refit the dump trailer
as a rapid response firing platform.

        
Cost:  $300 per home.  This is the cost of rice to feed owners if necessary and security materials.

                      All expenses might be reimbursed by Redoubt residents.

Pros:    

         Helps others survive.

         Eases our guilt.

         Increases our talent pool.

         Increases our security system.

           Doubles the size of our militia.



                   

Cons:   

We may have to warehouse those members until homeowners leave or die, unless we buy them 
off with rice.  However, we could billet them in vacant homes farther away until the local 
homes become available.

They may turn on us.  However as time goes by, the odds of this may dwindle as their members 
are furloughed and they have less and less ammo to harm us. 

 Responsible Party:      Chief or his assigns.
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